Year Group: 3

Knowing

Term: Spring 1

Understanding/Comprehension

Applying

Basic
Teaching style: Modelling and Explaining

List, Describe, Locate, Write, Find, State, Name,
Follow, Complete, Recall, Ask, Use, Match, Report,
Measure, List, Illustrate, Label, Recognise, Tell,
Repeat, Arrange, Define, Memorise.

Date7.1.19 Week 1
English
Narrative and Recount

Analysing

Imitation: Internalise text
through story mapping,
reading as a reader,
reading as a writer and
drama activities.

Innovation: Hug the text
and write a journey story
based on another item
being stolen from the main
character.

Creating/Synthesis

Evaluating

Deep

Reminding and guiding

Coaching and mentoring

Apply, Solve, Explain, Classify, Infer,
Categorise, Identify, Organise, Modify,
Predict, Interpret, Summarise, Observe,
Estimate, Compare.

Date: 14.01.19 Week 2

Teachers: Mrs Stafford, Mrs Philp and Mrs
Eddington

Advancing

Date: 21.01.19 Week 3

Fiction Unit: Egyptian Cinderella by Shirley Climo

Poetry: Poems about
Horus, Osirus and Ra.

Reading

Classes: Athletes and Aviation

Select, Choose, Decide, Justify, Debate, Argue,
Recommend, Assess, Discuss, Prioritise,
Determine, Create, Invent, Compose, Plan,
Construct, Design, Imagine, Propose, Devise,
Formulate.

Date: 26.01.19 Week 4

Date: 04.02.19 Week 5

Date: 11.02.19 Week 6

Non-Fiction Unit: The Egyptian Pyramids ( Diary )

Invention: Children invent
and write a story with the
same structure about an
item being stolen and then
returned. HA children
write the original story
from a different
perspective.

Imitation: Internalise text
through text mapping, use a
range of drama activities, read as
a reader, read as a writer.

Ancient Egyptian
comprehension

Ancient Egyptian Gods
comprehension

Skills: Asking questions to
improve their
understanding of a text.

Skills: Asking questions to
improve their understanding of a
text. Retrieve and record

Innovation: As a class,
choose activities which
could happen to the
explorer on another day
and write the diary entry
from his point of view.

Invention: Children create
and write their own diary
entry from the camel’s
point of view.

Retrieve and record
information from nonfiction

information from non-fiction
Discussing words and phrases
that capture the reader's
interest and imagination.

Discussing words and
phrases that capture the
reader's interest and
imagination.
Maths- Maths No Problem

Fractions and Time

Maths No Problem

Maths No Problem

Maths No Problem

Maths No Problem

Maths No Problem

Maths No Problem

Fractions Lessons 21-25

Fractions Lessons 26-30

Time Lessons 1-5

Time Lessons 6-10

Time Lessons 11-15

Time Lessons 16-20

Finding part of a set,
finding the fraction of a
number, sharing one and
sharing more than one.

Sharing more than one and
solving word problems

Telling the time

Telling the time, measuring and
comparing time in seconds.

Measuring time in hours,
measuring time in minutes.

Measuring time in
minutes, changing minutes
to seconds, changing
seconds to minutes,
finding number of days.

Maths- Cross Curricular

History

Ancient Egyptians

Egyptian Mathematics- the
story of Maths
Lesson: Who were the
ancient Egyptians?

Lesson: What was life like
in Ancient Egypt?

LO: To find out about
ancient Egyptian life by
looking at artefacts.

LO: To understand what
was important to people
during ancient Egyptian
times.

Activity: Locate Egypt on a
map. Describe when the
ancient Egyptians lived.
Raise questions about an
artefact. Decide what an
artefact might have been
used as.

Activity: Use pictures to
infer information about life
in ancient Egypt.
Ask questions about
Egyptian life and the River
Nile.
Explain why the Nile was
essential to survival for the
ancient Egyptians.

Count like an Egyptian using
hieroglyphics
Lesson: Mummies

Lesson: Tutankhamun

LO: To understand and
explain the ancient
Egyptian ritual of
mummification.

LO: To understand how evidence
can give us different answers
about the past.

Activity: Make a ‘mummy’
using materials provided.
Organise and order the
steps in the
mummification process.
Retell the key steps in the
mummification process.
Imagine what an ancient
Egyptian would like to tell
a person of the future
about his life.

Activity: Use different sources to
build a picture of events.
Ask questions about where the
sources came from and why they
were created.
Retell the key events of the
Tutankhamun discovery process.
Imagine that I am Howard
Carter, writing a diary in the
1920s.

Lesson: Write like an
Egyptian
LO: To compare and
contrast Egyptian writing
with my own.
Activity: Read and
understand how
hieroglyphics were used.
Comment on the
similarities and differences
between hieroglyphics and
English.
Write my name or
messages in hieroglyphics.

Lesson: Egyptian Gods
LO: To compare and
contrast the powers of
different Egyptian gods.
Activity:Listen to
descriptions of the gods
and match each one to its
picture.
Choose one god and find
out more information.
Find information in
different places about my
Egyptian god.
Impersonate a god to

Compare life in ancient
Egypt to my own life.

Geography Next half term

describe his or her powers.

Science

Plants

Plants

Identify the requirements
of plants for life and
growth (air, light, water)

Identify and describe the
functions of different parts
of flowering plants: roots,
stem/trunk, leaves and
flowers.

Ask relevant questions and
using different types of
scientific enquiries to
answer them.
Set up simple practical
enquiries and comparative
and fair tests.
Activity: Set up an enquiry
to test our theories on
what plants need to grow
and thrive.
Research plant facts using
books and the Internet.

Explore the requirements
of plants for life and
growth (air, light, water,
nutrients from soil, and
room to grow) and how
they vary from plant to
plant.
Make systematic and
careful observations and,
where appropriate, take
accurate measurements
using standard units.
Activity: Continue to take
measurements and notes
from our seedling
investigation and make
comparisons of their
growth and health.
Make labelled, annotated
drawings of plants from
close first hand
observation. Record
findings using simple
scientific language,
drawings, labelled
diagrams, keys, bar charts,
and table
Cross Curricular link with
maths – measuring.

Plants
identify and describe the
functions of different parts
of flowering plants: roots,
stem/trunk, leaves and
flowers.
ii) Explore the
requirements of plants for
life and growth (air, light,
water, nutrients from soil,
and room to grow) and
how they vary from plant
to plant.
Make systematic and
careful observations and,
where appropriate, take
accurate measurements
using standard units.
Gather, record, classify and
present data in a variety of
ways to help answer
questions.
Activity; Continue to take
measurements and notes
from our seedling
investigation.
Classify food plants
according to the part of
the plant that is eaten.
Create a detailed Plasticine
model of a slice of fruit
using careful observation.

Plants

Plants

Plants

Explore the requirements of
plants for life and growth (air,
light, water, nutrients from soil,
and room to grow) and how they
vary from plant to plant.

Explore the requirements of
plants for life and growth
(air, light, water, nutrients
from soil, and room to
grow) and how they vary
from plant to plant.

Explore the requirements
of plants for life and
growth (air, light, water,
nutrients from soil, and
room to grow) and how
they vary from plant to
plant.

Investigate the way in
which water is transported
within plants.

Activity: Recap on all our
knowledge and
understanding of plants
and what they need to
grow.

Investigate the way in which
water is transported within
plants.
Make systematic and careful
observations and, where
appropriate, taking accurate
measurements
.Identify differences, similarities
or changes related to simple
scientific ideas and processes.
Activity: Spot differences in the
health of seedlings and begin to
think about reasons.
Investigate the way in which
water is transported within
plants.

Activity: Review the results
of investigations and begin
to draw conclusions.
Use scientific knowledge to
explain findings.
Cross Curricular link: Maths
data handling.

Use knowledge of plants to
design a space farm.

DT

Lesson: Evaluate

Lesson: Design

Lesson: Design

Lesson: Create

Lesson: Create

Lesson: Evaluate

LO: To design an Egyptian
death mask suitable for a
rich and important
Egyptian.

LO: To design an Egyptian
death mask suitable for a
rich and important
Egyptian.

LO: To create an Egyptian death
mask.

LO: To create an Egyptian
death mask.

Egyptian death masks

LO: To have an
understanding of the
importance and use of
death masks in Egyptian
society and what they
represented.

LO: To evaluate and
display an Egyptian death
mask

Activity: Use the death
masks from the previous
week and a range of
pictures to design own
death mask

Activity: Use the death
masks from the previous
week and a range of
pictures to improve the
design of their own death
mask

Activity: Children to create own
death mask using cardboard,
clay and Modroc.

Activity: Children to paint
own death mask using
cardboard, clay and
Modroc.

LO-Use technology safely
and recognise acceptable
behaviour.

LO: Understand that computer networks enable the sharing of
data and information. Understand that the internet is a large
network of computers and that information can be shared
between computers.

Use simple search technologies.
Use simple search technologies and recognise that some
sources are more reliable than others.

Activity: Use Dropbox to share and retrieve work created within
the class.

Activity: Use Google to find answers to questions created by
the class.

To look at and annotate
examples of death masks,
identifying key features
including colour.

Paint when dry, following their
own design.

Activity: Children to carry
out evaluations of their
own death mask and the
death masks created by
others.

Activity: Look at a range of
Egyptian death masks.
Children choose their
favourite and justify their
selection in writing.

Art
Next half term
Computing
Maze Explorers based on
Bee-Bots and the
Egyptians.

LO- Use technology safely
and respectfully keeping
personal information
private.

Activity: Things for sale

Activity: My online
community

PE

PSHE
Rights and responsibilities,
environment and
enterprise.

GYMNASTICS

GYMNASTICS

GYMNASTICS

GYMNASTICS

GYMNASTICS

GYMNASTICS

Develop flexibility,
strength, techniques,
control and balance for
gymnastics.

Develop flexibility,
strength, techniques,
control and balance for
gymnastics.

Develop flexibility,
strength, techniques,
control and balance for
gymnastics.

Develop flexibility, strength,
techniques, control and balance
for gymnastics.

Develop flexibility, strength,
techniques, control and
balance for gymnastics.

Develop flexibility,
strength, techniques,
control and balance for
gymnastics.

Compare their
performance with previous
ones and demonstrate
improvement to achieve
their personal best.

Compare their
performance with previous
ones and demonstrate
improvement to achieve
their personal best.

Compare their
performance with previous
ones and demonstrate
improvement to achieve
their personal best.

Compare their performance with
previous ones and demonstrate
improvement to achieve their
personal best.

Compare their performance
with previous ones and
demonstrate improvement
to achieve their personal
best.

Lesson: Rights and
responsibilities

Lesson: Environment

Lesson: Money

LO: To understand the
concepts of
responsibilities, rights and
duties

LO: To develop skills in
enterprise

LO: To understand the role
of the community.
Activity: Discuss and
debate health and
wellbeing issues and link to
being part of the
community.

Activity: Discuss the
different three terms and
create a short poster
about one.

Activity: Develop and create a
short enterprise project.

Compare their
performance with previous
ones and demonstrate
improvement to achieve
their personal best.

RE Sacred writing in
different religions.

Lesson: Explore the
importance of the Bible to
Christian

Lesson: Explore the
importance of the Bible to
Christian

L.O. reflect on the idea
that books have special
significance for some
people

L.O. reflect on the idea
that books have special
significance for some
people

Activity: Discussing the
Bible. Finding key texts.
Explaining why the Bible is
important to Christians.

Activity:Discussing the
Bible. Finding key texts.
Explaining why the Bible is
important to Christians.

.

.

Christianity and Judaism
Reflect on the idea that
books have special
significance for some
people
Learn how people in
different religions use holy
books, how they are
treated and why they are
special
Make links between the
beliefs, teachings and
sources in at least two
religious groups

Lesson: learn how people
in different religions use
holy books, how they are
treated and why they are
special

Lesson: Read the Christian
creation story.

Lesson: Read the Jewish
creation story.

L.O. Show understanding of
creation stories.

L.O. Show understanding of
creation stories.

L.O. I can name and
describe sacred texts in
the Jewish religion.

Activity: Retell the Christian
creation story.

Activity: Retell the Jewish
creation story.

Activity: Consider how
Jewish people show
respect for the Torah.

.

.
I

Explore and respond to
stories from different
religious books and explain
how they affect the lives of
believers

Music

Glockenspiel

Lesson: Easy E and Strictly
D

Lesson: Notation of E and
D

LO: To learn to play the
notes E and D on the
glockenspiel.

LO: To learn the musical
notation of notes E and D

Activity: Focus on two
notes on the glockenspiel:
where they are and what
the musical notation
would be. Perform and
share.

Activity: Practise the notes
again from the previous
week and focus on
notation.

Lesson: DeeCee’s Blues

Lesson: Definitely

LO: To learn to play the
notes D and C on the
glockenspiel

LO: To learn to play the notes D,
E and F on the glockenspiel

Activity: Focus on two
notes on the glockenspiel:
where they are and what
the musical notation
would be. Improvise using
the notes learned so far.
Perform and share.

Activity: Listen to music
featuring notes D, E and F. Learn
the location of these notes on
the glockenspiel and the musical
notation. Perform and share.

Lesson: March of the
golden guards

Lesson: Improvise and
compose

LO: To play notes C, D and E
on the glockenspiel.

LO: To improvise using the
notes C, D, E and F.

Activity: Play and improvise
using the notes above.
Perform and share.

Activity: Use backing tracks
Bongo Beach and
Gluttonberry Festival.
Perform and share.

Languages

Lesson: Listen attentively
to spoken language and
show understanding by
joining in and responding

Lesson:Listen attentively
to spoken language and
show understanding by
joining in and responding

Mon Corps

British Values

Democracy and the rule of
law

Explore the pattern and
sounds of language
through songs and rhymes
and link the spelling, sound
and meaning of words

Explore the pattern and
sounds of language
through songs and rhymes
and link the spelling, sound
and meaning of words

L.O. To hold a basic
conversation in French

L.O. To answer questions
in French:

Activity: speaking and
responding recapping
previous learning.

Activity: asking questions
and responding.

Lesson: Democracy and
the rule of law
LO: To explore and make
rules, learning their value
and purpose.
Activity: Create a game
using a board and discuss
the need for rules. Play the
games as a class. Imagine a
world with no rules. What
would this be like?

Lesson: Recognise some
familiar words in written
form
L.O. Experiment with the
writing of simple words
Activity: Begin writing
French words.

Lesson: Recognise some familiar
words in written form
Experiment with the writing of
simple words
L..O. To recall vocabulary
associated with the body
Activity: Listen, reading and
writing vocabulary.

Lesson Listen attentively
and understand
vocabulary.
L.O. To use vocabulary for
common nouns.
Activity: Listen, reading and
writing vocabulary.

Lesson: To recap on
learned vocabulary

Outdoor Learning

Lesson: Build a device for
moving water similar to an
Egyptian Shaduf
LO: To work as team. To create
an item to achieve a specific
purpose.
Activity: . To create an item to
achieve a specific purpose.

